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Hong Kong Children’s Discovery Museum “S.T.E.A.M Play! Pop Up”
1,200 sq. ft. has arrived at Sai Wan Ho!

<S.T.E.A.M Winter Camp> Enjoy a Learning Through Play Experience
High Resolution Photos, please download: https://bit.ly/cdmphoto1221

Hong Kong, December 7, 2021 — Hong Kong Children’s Discovery Museum has officially
opened a brand new “S.T.E.A.M Play! Pop Up” in Sai Wan Ho this December, after
permanently leaving both its North Point and Tsuen Wan location. Continuing our value of
#learningthroughplay, the new Pop Up encourages children to explore, create and express
through play. Exhibits in the Pop Up were developed with an educational goal and specially
designed for children ten years old and under for their different developmental and physical
stages. This Pop Up aims to spark an interest and lifelong interest of Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts, and Math (S.T.E.A.M).

New Family Hub on Hong Kong Island
HKCDM customized interactive exhibits to serve an educational purpose for children at
different developmental stages, offering a play-based learning experience for children and
parents. Located in Sai Wan Ho, the new “S.T.E.A.M Play! Pop Up” is approximately 1,200
square-feet. Previously well-liked exhibits, like the Water Table, from the other two locations
are featured. To celebrate the opening of the new “S.T.E.A.M Play! Pop Up”, HKCDM has
also introduced “Nüdel KartTM”, a new large educational deconstructable play cart, which is
awarded with the prestigious GOOD DESIGN AWARD® in Australia. All exhibits and
activities at the new Pop Up were designed from the perspective and needs of our children,
which allow children to decide and take charge of their own exploration – helpful to foster
their unique potential.
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①Nüdel KartTM – This large educational deconstructable play
cart is awarded the prestigious GOOD DESIGN AWARD® in
Australia. It was designed with the aim to allow children to
authentically develop essential skills, such as creativity,
problem-solving skills, and social skills.

②Transit Tots
Infused with unique Hong Kong landmarks, toddlers
engage their senses, while exploring mini versions of our
city’s transport methods.
Small sampan: Sampan, known as sea taxi, is a major
marine transportation that assists marine residents and
workers to and from Aberdeen. On this small sampan,
children can listen to songs and “fish” in Hong Kong’s
harbor.

Tsing Ma Bridge: The Tsing Ma Bridge is a landmark in Hong
Kong. It connects the Hong Kong city with the Hong Kong
International Airport on Lantau Island. In Transit Tots, children
can climb up and crawl on the mini–Tsing Ma Bridge and
exercise their muscles.

③Our Natural World, Our Consumer World
The natural world is full of mysteries, and its endless charm is amazing. Nature is closely
related to our daily lives and caring for nature has become an important topic for children.
Through exploring the wonders and the ways of nature, we can help protect our
environment from all walks of life at an early age.

Water Table: Children can experiment to see how a dam, a water fountain, and other
contraptions work. While playing, children can learn about the water cycle, water flow, and
hydrodynamics.
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④Tinkering Lab
Experiment with unique tools and materials to make discoveries
and creations related to S.T.E.A.M. (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Art, and Mathematics).
Wind Tube: Design DIY flying devices and place them in the
Wind Tube to see what happens! Experiment with the physical
effects of wind by testing its suspension and flight conditions.

Hong Kong Children’s Discovery Museum “S.T.E.A.M Play！Pop Up”
Date From now till Summer 2022
Address Shop A, G/F, Island Residence, 163 Shau Kei Wan Road, Sai Wan Ho,

Hong Kong
(5 mins. Walk from Sai Wan Ho MTR Station Exit B)

Opening
Hours

10:00AM-5:00PM * (Every Monday to Sunday) (One session is 1 hour.)
*Time slots may change without prior notice. Please refer to CDM’s specific
online ticketing platform.

Admission Monday to Friday (except public holidays): $70 per person
Saturday, Sunday, and public holidays: $90 per person
(Children and adult prices are the same.)

Quota Children max. 20 pax; total 62 pax per session.
Ticketing Please reserve and buy ticket at CDM’s specific online ticketing platform in

advance（www.childrensdiscoverymuseumticket.hk）
Tickets are on a first-come, first-served basis

More
Details

Please visit Hong Kong Children's Discovery Museum’s website:
www.childrensdiscoverymuseum.hk

Enquiry WhatsApp: +852 9845 5272（Monday to Sunday, 10:30AM-5:00PM）
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S.T.E.A.M Winter Camp

To welcome the winter holiday in December, HKCDM will launch “S.T.E.A.M Winter Camp''
from 13 to 30 December 2021. S.T.E.A.M. Workshop Packages consist of 1-hour
Workshop, followed by 1-hour learning through play exploration at HKCDM's "S.T.E.A.M
PLAY" Pop Up, which allow children to enjoy a learning through play experience. Eight
different workshops are available with various topics and learning objectives for children
between 3 to 10 years old. Holiday elements and new workshops have been added which
enable children to explore and have discoveries that make learning through play possible!
All Workshop Packages are conducted in Cantonese. If English is required, please contact
booking@childrensdiscoverymuseum.hk.
To celebrate the opening of our new “S.T.E.A.M Play! Pop Up”, sign up for two or more
workshop packages to save up to 20% off. (Package special discount offer is for one-time
use only and for the same child.). For more details, please visit: https://bit.ly/cdmpr1221

Workshops for 3-5 years old
“VORTEX WONDER” Interactive Science

“Vortex Wonder” is a fun and interactive workshop with
elements of science, arts, and mathematics. Children will
conduct a simple science experiment with water under our
staff’s guidance. Spark curiosity in children to develop an
interest in science. Register to experience the wonders of a
vortex!

“SHADOW OUTFITS” Wonders of Light and Shadow
Through making paper costumes for Charley, our mascot,
children can observe and experiment the science behind light
and shadow.
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“STORY CREATION” Become a Storybook Character
Listen to a story, followed by creating a prop or a storybook
character!

“AQUATIC DRAWING” Art Science
This workshop enables children to observe the characteristics
of "water-soluble" and "oil-soluble" solvent. Through a
hands-on experiment, children can make unique "marble"
paintings to showcase their creativity.

Workshops for 5-10 years old
“GET SET GO -
LITTLE BUILDER!”

Invest In Your Child's Imagination!
Play and imagination are central to children's everyday
cognitive thinking. Rigamajig provides children the opportunity
to utilize problem-solving skills while building. Start nurturing a
thinker today to construct a Christmas tree to kickstart the
holidays!

“THINK BIG, BUILD
BIG!”

Develop Soft Skills: Communication + Problem Solving
Children are born with abundant creative potential. The
open-ended Rigamajig building set allows children to execute
and hone their problem-solving skills. Start nurturing a thinker
today!

“LIL' CHRISTMAS
CARPENTER”

Woodwork Fun
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Use a real hammer and nails to create a winter holiday
decoration! This workshop also develops hand-eye
coordination and an appreciation for handmade crafts.

“STYLING
SNOWFLAKES

Learn Math Concepts via the Arts!
Create unique colorful snowflakes to enhance children's fine
motor skills and to learn about symmetry, then watch the
snowflakes fly in our Wind Tube!

- The End –

About Hong Kong Children’s Discovery Museum
Hong Kong Children's Discovery Museum ("HKCDM"), a member of the Association of
Children's Museums, is the city's first museum dedicated to child-led learning through play.
From September 2018 to February 2021, HKCDM welcomed more than 70,000 visitors and
200 school visitors before the North Point site permanently closed. During March to the end
of October, HKCDM opened the first Pop Up at Tsuen Wan, which brought hands-on
interactive play learning experiences to thousands of people from different families, schools
and communities. In December 2021, “S.T.E.A.M Play!” Pop Up launched in Sai Wai Ho,
while we are preparing to open a new permanent museum in the near future. HKCDM
promotes child-led learning experience which encourages adults to let children lead their
own learning experience and exploration. Everyone from 0 to 100 years old is welcome to
visit HKCDM’s “S.T.E.A.M Play!” Pop Up for life-long learning across generations!

For media enquiries, please contact:
Daphne Lo 2162 5134 daphne@childrensdiscoverymuseum.hk
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